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I. Social history enters the scene, 1960s: The ‘Moeller initiative’

Bernd Moeller’s *Reichsstadt und Reformation*, published in 1962, has been widely acknowledged by historians of the Reformation as the pioneering work that paved the way for the invasion of social history of a field previously dominated by ecclesiastical and political historians. ¹ Moeller was the first to focus on the question of the social appropriation of the Gospel; by calling on historians to direct their attention to the osmosis between Luther’s ideas and urban sociopolitical realities, Moeller rid the historical community of a long-lasting interpretive tradition that has quite justifiably been depicted as “romantic idealism”. ²

The “Moeller debate” that followed the publication of *Reichsstadt und Reformation* quickly revealed that his view of early modern urban sociopolitical and cultural realities underestimated the complexity of urban communities. Particularly, Moeller’s assertion that Reformation ideals came into contact with late medieval civic communalism and contributed to its re-establishment in urban communities was rejected by the subsequent discussion, which concluded that there was no single and homogeneous conception of “civic communalism”, precisely because of the differentiation of the urban audiences of the Reformation message. As shown by Thomas Brady in the case of Strasbourg, the Reformation was primarily conditioned by local realities and was not merely a chain reaction unleashed by the appearance of the reformer. Moeller’s notion that “the civic society of Reformation Germany transformed Luther’s gospel according to its own lights” has attained a consensus of opinion among social historians of the Reformation. ³ But Moeller entirely missed
the point of his argument by failing to view the urban Reformation processes as the product of a
dialectical relationship between the reform policies of urban authorities on the one hand and pop-
ular evangelical movements on the other, something vividly depicted by Bob Scribner in the case
of Zwickau and Philip Broadhead in the case of Augsburg. On the other hand, Lorna Abay’s study
of Strasbourg during the Reformation has stressed the manipulation of evangelical preachers by
civic oligarchies, who viewed the city preachers as “diffusion valves” for popular aspirations. Similar
observations have led Scribner to suggest that urban preachers were the channels through which
sociopolitical considerations shaped the original Reformation message.

Furthermore, by insisting primarily on one medium of diffusion, the pamphlet, Moeller confined
his study of urban reaction to the Reformation to the educated elite and ended up with a static and
greatly idealised view of urban sociopolitical and cultural realities. Moeller approached the ques-
tion of the contact of the Reformation with its urban audiences as one between a message spelled
out from a unique source and a unified body of recipients. Miriam Chrisman and Bob Scribner have
shown that neither was the “Protestant message” spelled out from a single source nor was it com-
municated in the same way to its urban audiences. The Reformation became a social movement
because of the diversity of its dissemination to the masses.

The discussion that ensued from the publication of the Moeller thesis has also shown that, at a
broader, political level of investigation, he overestimated the ability of the German cities to imple-
ment their own policy of religious and ecclesiastical reform independently of external pressure.
Thomas Brady’s Turning Swiss has sufficiently underlined the limited political autonomy of impe-
rrial cities from princely political interests. Once the German Reformation crisis acquired a national
dimension, urban Reformation processes gradually ceased to be exclusively “urban”, as they had
to conform to a pattern of ecclesiastical reform that did not necessarily correspond to their par-
ticular needs and aspirations. As H.C. Rublack put it, “urban Reformations cannot be understood
as autogenously generating new ecclesiastical systems”.

II. Social history triumphant, 1960s–1980s: The German Reformation as
‘an urban event’

The debate generated by Imperial Cities and the Reformation has highlighted the need for a multi-
level approach to the Reformation; I propose to pinpoint three major interpretive approaches that
emerged in the 1970s and 1980s, each of them focusing on a specific aspect of the Reformation as
an urban event. These approaches should be viewed as working in close correlation, as they obvi-
ously constitute parts of the synthesis that has replaced the previous state of solitary investigations
of the urban Reformation. All three will also serve to highlight the passage from social history to
the new cultural history that has dominated the field since the early 1980s.

The first approach is primarily a sociopolitical but also a socioeconomic one, focusing mainly on
the intersection of Reformation ideals with sociopolitical antagonisms and tensions in urban com-
munities. The works of Christopher Friedrichs on class formation and social mobility in the early
modern German city, Thomas Brady and Lorna Abry on Strasbourg, Bob Scribner on Leipzig and Zwickau, Heinz Schilling on the Hanseatic towns, Peter Blickle on Memmingen and Lyndal Roper and Philip Broadhead on Augsburg, reflected this particular approach and conversed critically with similar elaborations from a Marxist perspective, mainly pursued by East German social historiography in the late 1970s and early 1980s.8

Another feature of this approach was its preoccupation with the question of legitimacy regarding the appropriation of civic power by the governing oligarchies, which was contested by urban opposition groups.9 Blickle’s stress on the far-ranging expectations that the Reformation generated with regards to the sociopolitical and economic conditions of the lower urban strata, the formulations of Abry and Scribner on the delicate position of urban evangelical preachers as social mediators and propagators of the new faith, Broadhead’s presentation of the intricate debate that took place between lawyers and pastors in Reformation Augsburg, all attested to the potential antinomianism of the Reformation, in so far as it made people feel free of their obligations towards their rulers and the manmade laws that governed the life of the civic community.

As an example of the new spirit of criticism, Gerald Strauss points to the resistance to Roman law in Reformation Germany, stressing the heavy influence of religious considerations on peoples’ “perceptions of legal constraints, and on the ways these constraints bound them to their political and social world”,10 as the background to Luther’s original call for a return to a purified form of Christianity. For Strauss, it was inevitable that, in the early days of the Reformation, “support for the evangelical case grew in large part out of the period’s general dissatisfaction with existing legislation. Luther rallied his followers by holding out the prospect that the fall of the old order would bring new and better laws.” This particular interpretation of Luther’s early preaching exposed urban oligarchic regimes to the criticism of their citizen-subjects, first of all by removing their divine authority. As Hans-Christoph Rublack has argued, the tangible crisis of authority in the German urban regimes implied that “conflict rather than consent emerges as the hallmark of the Reformation”.11

These considerations lead us to the second interpretive approach of the urban Reformation, one which could be called mainly political. The elaborations of Strauss and Broadhead on the contested legitimisation of the Reformation urban regimes, Schilling’s study mentioned above, the works of John Stalnaker on Marburg, Scribner on Erfurt and, primarily, Brady’s Turning Swiss sought to locate urban Reformation processes within the political framework of the empire by stressing the fundamental weakness of the urban front against the princes or the emperor.12 In all, as Mack Holt has recently remarked, these studies of the German urban Reformation showed that “the local social context and specific political situation mattered far more in determining the confessional outcome in any one city than any universal explanation could possibly provide”.13

Besides these two interpretive approaches, some historians have focused on the urban mental and cultural universe and its interaction with the Reformation. This sociocultural approach rejected Moeller’s oversimplified depiction of urban cultural realities in sixteenth-century Germany. From the relatively few contributions based on this approach in the historical production of the 1980s, the works of Miriam Chrisman and Bob Scribner stand out as the most thought-provoking examples.14 They underlined the varied pattern of dissemination of Protestantism in the German urban world;
they pointed to the various media of dissemination and, equally, to levels of communication of the Reformation in the urban cultural milieu. They showed that the "Reformation message" was perceived differently by the elites, the commoners or the petty folk. Furthermore, Scribner pointed to the conscious appropriation of popular cultural themes – such as the "world turned upside down" – by the propagandists of the Reformation. Heavily imbued with the traits of new cultural history, these approaches to the Reformation were primarily concerned with "how the reform movement was perceived and expressed by its participants, how it interacted with the trends and tensions of the period, and how Protestant doctrine was translated into social and cultural reality".

The historiography of the French urban Reformation

A similar pattern of methodological preferences and research orientations can be traced in the social historiography of the French Reformation of the 1970s and 1980s. Since the days of Henri Hauser and Lucien Febvre, the two rival poles in the historical interpretation of the Reformation, a debate has been taking place between advocates of a socioeconomic and political and, on the other hand, a mental-cultural causation of the French Reformation. The French urban communities have been the common field of investigation, as the French Reformation was equally described primarily as "an urban event"; in the early 1980s, new major works of synthesis and, especially, the challenging analysis of the changing fortunes of the French counterpart to the Reichstadt, the bonne ville by Bernard Chevalier, offered a more detailed view of the urban background to the advent of the Reformation. Interestingly enough, the French translation of Moeller’s book did not seem to have any impact on the French historiography of the Reformation.

The sociopolitical approach outlined in the case of the German Reformation movement seems to be equally prevalent in the social historiography of the French urban Reformation. A plethora of works has dealt with the sociopolitical rivalries that impeded the Protestant drive for supremacy in the urban communities of sixteenth-century France. Arlette Jouanna has shown the Huguenot camp of Montpellier to be bitterly divided, firstly within the elite – with merchants and bourgeois competing with the judiciary – and, secondly, between the elite and the lower citizen ranks. Denis Richet’s study of the lists of Parisian Protestants slaughtered in the St Bartholomew’s Day massacres revealed a long-standing antagonism between the officials of the sovereign court and the judicial clerks as a driving force behind the selective killings. Richard Gascon spoke of a Calvinist communal revolution in Lyon when describing the Protestant attempt to alter the balance of power to their advantage, whereas Philip Benedict, Mark Greengrass and Maryélise Suffern-Lamet stressed the limited possibilities of success for the dynamic Protestant minorities of Rouen, Toulouse and Caen, which they attributed to the lack of social space necessary for their expansion and eventual establishment. Finally, Henry Heller on Agen and Janine Garrisson on Midi also concluded that sociopolitical divisions between the “corps de ville” and the broader communes emerged as a stumbling block to the Calvinist takeover of the urban centres.

Besides the above-mentioned historians, David Nicholls and Henry Heller also pointed to economic antagonisms that divided the Protestant camp into moderates and radicals. David Nicholls’ study
of the varied pattern of Protestant infiltration in Normandy and, mainly, Henry Heller’s study of the popular evangelical movements of Meaux and Agen reveal that, on numerous occasions, the economic condition of the artisanat and of the lesser urban groups influenced their perception of the Reformation as a prospect of religious but, equally, social and economic change. The overall picture presented by the bulk of historical works based on the sociopolitical and -economic approach is, again, one of dissent as the hallmark of the urban Reformation.

As in the case of the German urban Reformation, a political interpretive approach became indispensable in the exploration of the French urban Reformation. The underlying theme of this approach has inevitably been that of the precarious relationship between king and city, central authority and urban autonomy. The studies of the urban evangelical movements of Montpellier, La Rochelle and Lyon by Jouanna, Jonathan Meyer and Gascon have put into relief the profound weakness of the Calvinist urban oligarchs in the face of a Catholic crown. As in Germany, the Calvinist urban ruling groups had to compromise between their drive for religious reform and the legality of their actions as official governing bodies bound to the monarch through bonds of respect and obedience.

Furthermore, Benedict, Peter France, Raymond A. Mentzer and Garrisson have pinpointed the role of regional Parlements as instruments of policy making and eventually political oppression. To match their enemy’s strength, the Protestant communities had to seek the protection of the nobility, and the subordination of urban Protestant movements to the nobility appeared as the sole way of survival. Like the relevant studies on the political dimension of the German urban Reformation, research on the French case revealed a very fragile autonomy of urban Reformation processes from external pressures and manipulation. It warned historians against enclosing themselves in the confines of the urban microcosm if they truly aspired to an all-embracing interpretation of the Reformation crisis.

A third major interpretation of the French Reformation was the sociocultural. In an academic environment saturated with cultural anthropology and the mentalités, the trademark of the Annales’ school, it was not surprising that the great majority of the French historians of the Reformation have sought to ascribe it to a mutation of the urban cultural and mental universe taking place over the longue durée. In the tradition of Lucien Febvre, cultural historians like Jean Delumeau traced the causation of the Reformation crisis in the collective psychology of late-medieval and early-modern Frenchmen. Others, like Bercé and Garrisson, have sought to explore the increasingly divided mental and cultural universe of the urban communities by pointing to the contrasting cultural manifestations of the petty folk and the urban elites. These investigations have shown that French Protestantism came into contact with divergent religious needs and cultural aspirations that were to impair its attempt to consolidate itself as a “collective organising myth”, a religion of social cohesion. The contrasting patterns of the Reformation, the moderate, “introvert” stand of the notables and the radical and “extrovert” stand of the artisanat, attested to the subordination of Protestantism to the divisions of the French urban mental and cultural universe.

These considerations have prompted historians like Pierre Chaunu, Jean Delumeau and Roger Chartier to speak of Protestantism as a culmination of an acculturation process imposed by the urban elites on the petty folk. Taken to its extreme, this point of view has led to the notorious accul-
The unprecedented crowd violence that emerged as the hallmark of the French wars of religion became the subject of a seminal article published by Davis in 1973. Her exploration of the semantics of religious violence subsequently triggered a series of studies which broadened impressively the field of investigation, focusing on Protestant iconoclasm as well as the renascent ideal of martyrdom in the service of the true faith, as claimed by both rival confessions in the religious wars of the Reformation. More importantly, this investigation of patterns of violent crowd behaviour and especially of religious rioting in the French Reformation crisis heralded in many ways a major shift of historians’ attention from the “core subjects” of social history – that is the study of social structures, patterns of social organisation and social behaviour – to the study of representations and symbolic systems; a shift from social history to the research orientations, methodologies and conceptual tools of new cultural history, which would come to dominate the broader historiographical field by the mid-1980s. Davis’ interpretive approach was taken much further with the publication of Denis Crouzet’s seminal *Les guerriers de Dieu* in 1990. Crouzet questioned the predominant socioeconomic and sociopolitical interpretations of the French Reformation crisis, by placing emphasis on a mental climate of acute eschatological agony, which he saw as the background to the escalation of religious violence in the French wars of religion. With his stress on the “prophetic vision globally animating Catholic society” in a total war against the heretics, and his description of the Calvinist teachings on predestination as a reaction to the eschatological agony of the days, Crouzet has been hailed by some historians – and criticised by others – for “bringing back religion” to the historiography of the Reformation.

### III. The social historiography of the urban Reformation in Germany and France, 1980s–2000s: The social appropriation of the Gospel and the Reformation as a communication process

In the three decades that followed the Moeller debate, social historians of the urban Reformation have gained an impressively richer view of the multileveled political, socioeconomic and cultural realities that constituted the background to the original contact of the Reformation with the urban world. Historians have also acknowledged the limitations of their preoccupation with the urban manifestations of the Reformation crisis. Among other things, social historians of the German urban Reformation realised that they should not concentrate solely on the larger urban communities, such as the imperial cities. A multiplicity of lesser towns, like the territorial and periphery towns of approximately 500–1,500 inhabitants, should also be taken into consideration, as they constituted the majority in the early modern German urban world. The investigation of the Ref-
ormation processes in these towns would further illuminate the limits of the "urban" character of the Reformation.32

Informed by the conceptual tools offered by social and cultural anthropology for the interpretation of religious practices, rituals and the investigation of collective representations, and, to a lesser degree, by the research orientations put forward by Marxist historiography, namely the stress on the inner divisions of the evangelical movements and the interaction of the Lutheran message with socioeconomic realities, social historical studies of the urban Reformation in Germany "truly exploded".33 The question of the social appropriation of the Gospel, introduced by Moeller’s work, remained central in these subsequent investigations, which were concerned with "how the reform movement was perceived and expressed by its participants, how it interacted with the trends and tensions of the period and how protestant doctrine was translated into social and cultural reality".34 Moreover, the dynamic entrance of feminist studies into the field has highlighted the gender dimension of the Reformation, making historians realise that the various contrasting appropriations of the evangelical message, as well as the various reconstructions of urban communities (both symbolic and material), were coloured by the aspirations and phobias of an institutional majority, with the male artisan world emerging as the principal promoter of the reformed message.35

Lastly, a new major field of investigation in the social and cultural history of the Reformation in the last two decades, stemming primarily from Bob Scribner’s pioneering publications on the propaganda strategies and media of dissemination of the German Reformation, has promoted one particularly important aspect of the Reformation, as a communication process.36 New cultural historians have focused on the various media of dissemination and propaganda strategies adopted by both rival confessional camps in the "war of words" that was unleashed with the massive appearance of Lutheran ideas through print. In their investigation of the contact of the relatively new medium of print with the predominantly oral culture of sixteenth-century Europe, historians have borrowed conceptual tools and methods from the history of reading, one particularly dynamic genre incorporated into the new cultural history and propounded principally from the French historian Chartier,37 as well as from an excellent tradition of bibliographical essays, with Jean François Gilmont and Francis Higman as the main representatives.38

This novel approach has combined studies of the propaganda war between Luther, Calvin and other leading reformers and their Catholic opponents with parallel investigations of the interaction of the various "evangelical messages" with the social and cultural universe of their target groups, their intended "readers' communities".39 The "war of words and images" of the Reformation was now investigated in correlation with the predominant orality of early modern European society. Studying this interaction, historians have stressed that the printed discourse did not emerge as the revolutionary novel medium that dismantled traditional perceptions and ways of envisaging and of confronting reality; on the contrary, it subjected itself to the practices of the prevalent oral culture.

The printed propaganda of both sides drew extensively on rhetorical strategies inherent in oral and visual means of communication and confrontation. In an effort to infiltrate society and to shape a "public opinion" that would homogenise its cultural multiformity, printed propaganda discourse used different strategies to attract different audiences and readers’ groups; it "spoke a different
language” and generated different emotions to different people. Print and other oral forms of communication often became fused in new, hybrid forms of media. Moreover, research has shown that both Protestant and Catholic printed propaganda were not “immune” to their encompassing cultural milieux. The multiplicity of propaganda discourses, the breadth of their thematology, their expressive media and their dynamics appealed to – and were influenced by – the multiple expectations of early modern society. This particular interpretive approach of the Reformation as a “communication process” (or “revolution in communication”) has recently expanded into the new and rising field of the history of emotions. In her stimulating *The Reformation of Feeling*, Susan Karant-Nunn offers a penetrating look at the experience of emotions in both Protestant and Catholic cultures, highlighting the ways in which new religious norms for emotional comportment (“emotional management”) were intertwined with programmes for social discipline in the Protestant and Tridentine communities.

The establishment of new cultural history as the dominant interpretative trend in Reformation historiography since the mid-1980s has added new subject matters and, primarily, has introduced a new interdisciplinarity among historians, privileging new thematic fields of collective investigation, such as the history of emotions briefly discussed above. Nowadays, based on accumulated experience from the field, as well as on historical reflexivity, we can claim that this shift does not necessarily entail the eclipse of “traditional subject matters” of social history, namely social explanation and social causality. In the introduction to his recent major synthesis, *Christ’s Churches Purely Reformed: A Social History of Calvinism*, Philip Benedict reminded historians of some basic facts regarding the history of the Reformation:

The Reformed tradition offered a new interpretation of Christianity’s sacred texts. Inevitably, its emergence affected the other power networks in society, just as its articulation and institutionalisation took place within constraints set by these networks . . . No account of the subsequent unfolding of the tradition can neglect the interplay across successive generations between the force of religious imperatives, the conditioning influence of other power networks, and the play of contingent events. Beliefs make history, but not under circumstances of their choosing. They are also themselves the products of history.

Benedict continued: “The interplay between the force of religious tradition and the contexts in which it arose and took roots lies at the heart” of the sociocultural approach of the Reformation.

NOTES

Roughly speaking, this has been the view that interpreted the Reformation crisis as the culmination and major manifestation of the "eternal Reformation principle" in the specific time, place and personality that were the sixteenth century, Germany and Martin Luther. With its excessive stress on Luther as the protagonist of the drama, the quasi-prophetic figure that was endowed with the will and the charisma to restore purity in the Christian faith, this view was indeed a Luther cult, as its entire argumentation and conceptual framework were drawn from theology rather than history. See Brady, "The Social History of the Reformation", 41–42.
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